
Aviation Weather Services Handbook FAA AC
00-45H: A Pilot's Essential Guide
For pilots, weather awareness is paramount for ensuring safe and
successful flights. The Aviation Weather Services Handbook FAA AC 00-
45H serves as an invaluable resource for aviators, providing
comprehensive guidance on accessing and utilizing weather services to
mitigate risks and optimize flight operations.
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Accessing Weather Information

1. Aviation Weather Center (AWC)

The AWC is the primary source of weather information for civilian aviation
in the United States. Pilots can access weather forecasts, observations,
and other data through various platforms, including:

Telephone: 1-800-WX-BRIEF (992-7433)

Website: https://www.aviationweather.gov
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Mobile App: "Aviation Weather"

2. Flight Service Stations (FSS)

FSSs provide weather briefings, advisories, and other support services to
pilots. These services are available via radio or telephone, and pilots can
contact the nearest FSS for assistance.

3. Automated Weather Observing Systems (AWOS) and Automated
Surface Observing Systems (ASOS)

AWOS and ASOS are automated systems that provide real-time weather
observations at airports. Pilots can access this information through
dedicated radio frequencies or by using aviation apps.

Weather Services

1. Weather Briefings

Weather briefings provide pilots with detailed weather information relevant
to their planned flight. These briefings include:

Current weather conditions

Forecasted weather along the route

Hazards and potential delays

Recommendations for alternate routes or flight plans

2. Weather Forecasts

Weather forecasts provide estimates of future weather conditions based on
computer models and observations. Pilots can utilize forecasts to plan their
flights, avoid hazards, and make informed decisions.



3. Weather Hazard Avoidance

The handbook emphasizes weather hazard avoidance techniques, such
as:

Identifying and avoiding areas of turbulence

Recognizing and mitigating icing conditions

Understanding lightning safety

Dealing with fog and low visibility

Utilizing Weather Information

1. Interpreting Weather Charts

The handbook provides detailed guidance on interpreting weather charts
and maps, including:

Surface Analysis Charts

Upper-Air Charts

Terminal Aerodrome Forecasts (TAFs)

Meteorological Aerodrome Reports (METARs)

2. Using Weather Apps

Numerous weather apps are available for pilots, providing convenient
access to weather information. The handbook recommends evaluating
apps for accuracy, reliability, and ease of use.

3. Staying Informed



Pilots are encouraged to stay informed about aviation weather by
monitoring:

Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) reports

National Weather Service (NWS) bulletins

NOTAMs and TFRs

Online weather discussion forums

The Aviation Weather Services Handbook FAA AC 00-45H is an
indispensable resource for pilots, providing comprehensive guidance on
accessing, interpreting, and utilizing weather information. By effectively
utilizing these services, pilots can mitigate risks, enhance safety, and
optimize their flight operations.

Remember, weather can change rapidly. Pilots should always make final
decisions based on the most up-to-date weather information available.
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